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OPEN
STYLE
KITCHEN
IN YOUR DESIRED WAY

TAMPINES
GREENEDGE
Today, more and more home owners choose to
have Open Kitchen Concept with Style for their
new houses.
Looking at the pictures, it is just feeling
awesome and wonderful to have such creative,
amazing kitchen design. Thanks to the Interior
Designer who has made his client's 'Dream
Kitchen' came true.
With the SLEEK & SLIM OBRO Downdraft
Cooker Hood and Induction Hob on the island
cabinet, it looks even more elegant, spacious
and best place for family to hang around
when having meals or cooking.
It can be displayed as 'Showcase Area' when
relatives and friends visiting for parties or
gathering at home. Its really AWESOME!

PASIR RIS
DRIVE
Whether you're thinking of having island
cabinet or wall cabinet design, OBRO Downdraft
Cooker Hood and Induction Hob has the best fit
for all.
It is just only submerge into your kitchen
cabinet with the counter top that will provide
more working space in kitchen. It offers greater
accessibility for easier usage compared to
traditional cooker hood.
Also, you are able to look after / keep on eye on
your family members while preparing meals
over at the kitchen with Open Kitchen Concept
(No partition wall between kitchen and living
hall with lesser blind spot).
For smaller families that doesn't use kitchen
that much, with Open Kitchen Concept design
can be used for other functions / purpose such
as studying area, to 'resize' kitchen area to
smaller space but to 'make' dining and living
area become more spacious.

MATILDA COURT
PUNGGOL
It is not easy to manage smokes and fumes as
they are too light to be handled. OBRO
Downdraft Cooker Hood is one of the best
system to solve it for you based on the
technology, design and suction coverage area
that is just right at the side of your cooking
stove.
In Singapore, the weather is pretty hot and
humid. Just imagine that if you are frying food
in an enclosed kitchen, you will be 'trapped' in a
sultry and smokey place which makes you feel
very irritating and fretful. One of the best
design on the air flow outlet will be blowing
straight to the service yard.
With Open Kitchen Concept, unlikely you will
face this kind of situation. Most of the smokes
and fumes can be managed by OBRO Downdraft
Cooker Hood and food smell will be distributed
away to rest of the area even faster.
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